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Instructions :

Max. Marks: 70

l)

Answer any 5 questions without omitting any Unit.
2) All questions carry equal marks.

UNIT _

I.

II

1

a) Define power and size of the test. Let X-N (e, 1). For testing Ho,e=eo
against H,: 0'= er ( > e0), consider the test function
(

It

ir*ton+7ts

$(x,....x^)=l

r/n

ir*<oo+#
lo
[{n

What is the size of the test

?

in o.
b)

Show that the power function of $ is nondecreasing

I-et 1-B be the power of a Neyman-pearson
size o test(O<cr<1). Showthat 1-B)cr.

State Neyman-Pearson Lemma.

II. a) What do you mean by monolone likelihood ratio property
Examine whether

k(g,gt)

Let X - N(e,Or).

satisfy monotone likelihood ratio property or not?

b) Find a LrI\lIP test for testing tlo:
.sizen, whenf

?

0 < 0o against

H,

:

0 > 0, based on a sample

of

(x; e)=:,0 <x < 0.
U
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UNIT _

III. a) Define

unbiased test.

I

testing Ho :

b) What do you

kt

X

< l"o against

- P0,). Find a UMP unbiased test of size c

for

H, : )" > 1"0.

mean by locally most powerful test ? Let X

- N(e, 1). Consider

the testing problem Ho, 0<00 against H,:0>00. Show that locally most
powerful test coincides with the UMP test.

IV. a) When do you say that a test

has Neyman structure ? Prove that a necessary
all similar tests to have Neyman structure with

and sufficient condition for
respect to a sufficient statistic T is that the family of distributions for T is
boundedly complete.

b) I.et Xl, Xz...Xrn and Yr, Yz...Yn be two independent random samples
two inverse Gaussian distributions I(p,o) and

r(r,,o)=,ffi
I(v.r)=

";i

[-

t. - p)i; x > o

ilru . #(x

test for testing Ho : v =

respectively: where

and

-v)';x >0" Show thatthere exist a UMP unbiased

F, against H, : v + p. if t
UNIT

V.

I(v,t)

from

=o

.

-

a) Explain likelihood ratio test. State its important properties.

b) Let f (x,0)

= e-(x-o) x >

0. Find a likelihood ratio test for testing Ho :0 < 0o

against H, : 0 > 0o with size

cr .

VI. a) Find asymptotic distribution of likelihood ratio test statistic,

stating required

conditions.
,

b)

L,et

x-N (p,,of ) and Y-N (ur,"', ). X and Y are independent.

likelihood ratio test for Ho : p, = p, against H, : p, + pr.

Construct a

\
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VII. a) Define SpRT. I-et X_p
b)

vIII'

(1,). ninO the SpRT

State and prove Wald,s
fundamental

of

Ho : l, = I against H, : l. 2.
-r
=

identity.

a) Define o.c' function and ASN
function. Ler x-N(eJ). Find
oc funcrion
for testing H6 :0 = I against
H, :0 = 2, when cr =
0 = O.OS
b) Define a serection probrem.
Exprain a method for serecting .best,
a
mean
normal population
among a class of k normal population.

\'

TINIT

IX

X'

") 3;"1il"im::nf3?,r::',

-

5

ror goodness or rit. Exprain its
advantages

b) Define wald-wolfowitz run test.
Find the distribution of the test
statistic.
a) Explain median test. what is

the asymptotic distribution of
the test statistic

t,
ilLH,ff."::u,s

?

tau,t,. Explain its uses. Find a
100 (r_o,, confidence

